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Background
Mood instability is a common reason for psychiatric referral. Very little is known about how patients with unstable mood experience assessment and diagnosis.

Aims
To investigate the experiences of assessment and diagnosis among patients with mood instability and to suggest improvements to this process.

Method
Qualitative study, gathering data through individual interviews with 28 people experiencing mood instability and receiving a psychiatric assessment in secondary care.

Results
Participants described the importance of receiving an explanation for their symptoms; the value of a good interpersonal relationship with their clinician(s); being listened to and acknowledged; and being involved in and informed about clinical decisions. These needs were not, however, consistently met. Receiving a psychiatric diagnosis, including a diagnosis of bipolar disorder or borderline personality disorder, evoked both positive and negative responses among participants, relating to stigma, personal understanding and responsibility, prognosis and treatment.

Conclusions
Patients with mood instability seek explanation for their symptoms and difficulties, empathetic care and consistent support as much as cure. Clinicians may incorrectly assume what patients' attitudes towards diagnosis are, a mismatch which may hamper the development of a strong therapeutic relationship. Clear, patient-centred communication, which acknowledges the patient's experience, may result in greater patient engagement and satisfaction.
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Mood instability has a relatively high prevalence in the general population (estimated at 13.9%) and is a common reason for referral to adult community mental health teams (CMHTs) with up to 80% of patients reporting this symptom at assessment. Very little is known about the experience of assessment within this patient group. There has been some limited research into the experiences of patients receiving one of the two common differential diagnoses in this group, namely bipolar disorder and borderline personality disorder. However, this previous work has focused on the experience of receiving a diagnosis and treatment services, rather than the experience of assessment per se. Moreover, by no means all patients who are assessed will receive a diagnosis. Understanding more about the patient experience of assessment in secondary psychiatric care could enhance communication between clinicians and patients, inform training and facilitate the diagnostic process. Given the exploratory nature of this research, we adopted a qualitative design and 'framework' analysis approach, which has been specifically developed for applied or policy-relevant qualitative research.

Study design
This study used patient interview data gathered as part of a project that also involved the observation of assessments and interviews with clinical staff. Ethical approval for the study was obtained from Oxfordshire Research Ethics Committee A (11/H0604/8).

Participants
Participants were patients referred by their general practitioners (GPs) to secondary mental healthcare teams in Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire. For all participants, mood instability had been cited as a reason for referral. We recruited patients from seven CMHTs, a specialist mood disorders clinic and a complex needs service (an out-patient therapeutic community). Other inclusion criteria included being 18 years old or over, and fluent in spoken and written English. Purposive sampling was used to ensure variation in gender, age, previous diagnoses and treatment regimes, and clinical setting at the point of recruitment. One patient declined to participate without giving a reason, and one consented to the researcher being present in their assessment, but then withdrew from the study and was not interviewed. No other patients who were approached declined to participate.

Written, informed consent was obtained from all participants, and also from patients' assessing clinicians.

Data gathering
Basic demographic data and medical records data were gathered for all participants.

Interviews
Where possible, the clinical assessment was observed by A.C.B. before the qualitative interview was conducted (22 participants, 78.6%). Qualitative semi-structured interviews were conducted by A.C.B. and K.E.A.S., as part of an iterative process of data collection and analysis. Interviews were audiorecorded, with the permission of the participant, and lasted between 20 and 70 min. Our topic schedule is in the online supplement DS1. Participants were asked to describe their general experience of assessment, and to comment specifically on their expectations, suggestions for improvement, feelings about the outcomes of their assessment, and any other issues. As the study progressed, and understanding developed, we altered the topic schedule to focus the interview on emerging themes. We allowed the data itself to
drive the development and inclusion of new questions. For example, participants spontaneously spoke about their expectations prior to assessment, leading us to include the question ‘Did you have any expectations of the assessment?’ Because these questions were derived from the interviews themselves, we do not feel that they resulted in substantial bias in the data collected. Potential changes to the topic schedule were discussed among members of the research team at regular meetings and agreed by consensus. Questions remained broad and open, to promote the emergence of further themes. Potential insights gained through observation of the assessment, such as salient points raised or discussions between the patient and clinician about potential diagnoses, also guided interviewing. Participants who completed multiple diagnostic assessments were invited to take part in multiple interviews in order to track their experience.

Clearly, patients’ views of their clinical assessment might change with time and, especially, as they engaged with and perhaps benefited from planned treatments. We therefore also invited participants to take part in a follow-up interview, 6 months later, to better understand their longer-term perceptions of the assessment and diagnosis. Data gathering ceased when understanding was no longer being advanced, i.e. at the point of data saturation (see below).

Data analysis

Audiotaped interviews were transcribed by A.C.B., K.E.A.S. or an experienced transcriber, reviewed by A.B., and uploaded to proprietary qualitative analysis software, NVivo 9 on Windows (QSR International Pty Ltd, Doncaster, Victoria, Australia, www.qsrinternational.com). The qualitative analysis used a simple framework technique, which is described in detail by Ritchie & Spencer. In brief, the first few transcriptions were read and re-read as open-mindedly as possible (our methods of reducing bias in data interpretation are described below), and then phrases were coded in an initial round of analysis. Coding comprised identification of attitudes or experiences, referred to as ‘themes’, described in participant interviews. NVivo analysis software also enabled, at any time, review of the frequency with which themes were raised across participants, as well as demographic and clinical information that described the participants contributing to each theme. Opinions on the meaning and significance of specific phrases were discussed between researchers. As understanding increased, and through constant comparison of new data with the emerging understanding, data were interpreted and summarised, new codes generated, redundant codes deleted and overlapping codes merged. Steadily, a stable framework of specific codes emerged that appeared increasingly likely to describe participant experiences of assessment. A.C.B. conducted the data analysis, K.E.A.S. co-analysed some of the data. The study team met regularly to discuss findings and refine the emerging understanding.

A key challenge for any qualitative study is to maximise rigour and minimise bias. Our research team consciously included a primary data gatherer and analyst with a non-medical background (A.B.). The researchers discussed and maintained an awareness of preconceptions (facilitated by note-keeping and memos) and the ways in which these could influence recruitment, data gathering and data analysis. Streuous and repeated efforts were made to ‘ground’ the emerging understanding in the participant data. Quantitative data were summarised using standard statistical approaches.

**Results**

Table 1 summarises the demographic and clinical characteristics of the 28 participants. Twenty-seven participants (96%) had received an assessment within the past month, and assessments for 22 participants (79%) were observed prior to interviewing. The assessing clinicians included eight psychiatric consultants, four core trainees, three psychiatric nurses, two associate specialists, two specialist trainees and one foundation doctor. Four participants completed two post-assessment interviews and one participant completed three post-assessment interviews. Additionally, 11 participants completed a 6-month follow-up interview, resulting in an overall total of 45 research interviews.

**Conventions**

Quotations are identified by: a consecutive study number; gender (M/F); and diagnosis. We use the following key to indicate diagnosis: BD, bipolar disorder (type II for all participants); BPD, borderline personality disorder; PD, other or unspecified personality disorder; DA, depression and/or anxiety; ND, no or unknown diagnosis; OD, other diagnosis. So, for example (P06-F-BD) is participant number 6, female, diagnosed with bipolar II disorder.

In describing the results of our analysis, we have adopted specific terms that indicate how frequently participants discussed certain themes. These are: ‘some’ (n = 3–7, 11–25%), ‘many’ (n = 8–14; more than 25%, up to 50%) and ‘most’ (n = 15–28, more than 50%).

Participants discussed many issues but they could be captured within five broad themes: (a) wanting an explanation and help; (b) wanting consistent and continuous care; (c) struggling to communicate and be understood; (d) wanting to feel involved and informed; and (e) wanting to be acknowledged, but often

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Participants’ demographic and clinical characteristics</th>
<th>Participants (n = 28)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, years: mean (s.d.) range</td>
<td>36 (12) 20–58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment, n (%)</td>
<td>18 (64)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed, full/part-time</td>
<td>7 (25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed/DLA or incapacity benefit</td>
<td>16 (59)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>4 (15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status, n (%)</td>
<td>10 (37)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married/cohabiting</td>
<td>10 (37)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced/separated</td>
<td>5 (19)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>11 (41)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity, n (%)</td>
<td>24 (89)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British, White</td>
<td>24 (89)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, other</td>
<td>2 (7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British, mixed</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of recruitment, n (%)</td>
<td>15 (54)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community mental health teams</td>
<td>15 (54)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist mood disorders clinic</td>
<td>8 (29)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex needs service</td>
<td>4 (14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological services</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis received, n (%)</td>
<td>18 (64)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar II disorder</td>
<td>5 (18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borderline personality disorder</td>
<td>3 (11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other personality disorder</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comorbid bipolar disorder (previous diagnosis of borderline personality disorder)</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression/anxiety</td>
<td>8 (29)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other diagnosis</td>
<td>2 (7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No diagnosis or unknown</td>
<td>7 (25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLA, disability living allowance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Demographic data were not collected from one participant.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. As described in assessment letters.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
feeling dismissed and discredited. These themes are described and expanded on below. Key quotations are embedded within the main text; additional quotations are provided in online supplement DS2. As the themes emerging from initial and follow-up interviews were very similar, the entire data-set was ultimately combined into a single analysis. One unique subtheme that arose from follow-up interviews, relating to patients’ desire for reliable and consistent support after assessment, is described within the ‘Wanting consistent and continuous care’ theme. Themes did not differ with gender or diagnosis, and this is reflected in the supporting quotations reported here and in online supplement DS2, which show a variety of participant characteristics within each theme.

Wanting an explanation and help

Participants frequently described attending their assessments with the hope that it would provide them with an explanation for the difficulties they were experiencing, and offer practical help in dealing with difficult patterns of mood and behaviour. However, some qualified their hopes by feeling sceptical about whether their assessment would result in meaningful help, and had limited expectations of care.

‘I mean she might be my saviour I don’t know . . . you know after 30 years – it’s probably longer than that – um, you get used to it . . . What I actually expected was . . . the usual stuff and then she’d prescribe a different drug.’ (P20-M-PD)

Many participants felt that a primary purpose of their assessment was to rule in, or rule out, a specific diagnosis of bipolar disorder. However, some participants expressed how obtaining an explanation of their symptoms and effective help was more important to them than receiving any specific diagnosis.

‘He knew I had gone there to find out if I was bipolar full stop and if I wasn’t . . . so why was I acting so out of character for so many weeks of the year?’ (P07-F-BD-BPD)

By providing some explanation many participants described how receiving a diagnosis, including a diagnosis of bipolar or borderline personality disorder, could give them a sense of containment, validation and recognition. In many cases the explanation provided by diagnosis was also seen to remove a sense of personal responsibility and blame for previous harmful behaviours. This could be the case for participants receiving a personality disorder diagnosis or a diagnosis of bipolar disorder.

‘It’s [a diagnosis of bipolar disorder] taking a bit of the guilt away that I feel for all the things that have happened, that I’ve done . . . ’ (P07-F-BD-BPD)

To actually like know that it’s not my fault I’m not a complete nutter . . . [it’s] sort of almost just like a relief really.’ (P03-F-BPD)

Three participants expressed relief at not receiving a diagnosis of bipolar disorder. This was linked, for each of these participants, to the perceived negative implications of receiving the diagnosis (such as stigma, apprehensions about taking medication). In addition, two of these participants felt that a diagnosis of bipolar disorder did not adequately describe the problems they experienced.

‘[I’m] very pleased . . . for me it’s the stigma that’s attached to it . . . I felt that I didn’t have bipolar.’ (P16-F-DA)

Wanting consistent and continuous care

Frequently participants emphasised the importance of continuity of care. Continuity of care and familiarity with clinician(s) was linked with more personal and meaningful discussions during the assessment, reduced anxiety and greater comfort in discussing potentially sensitive life histories. Conversely, meeting with unfamiliar clinicians was linked to assessments that were less personal and could prompt anxiety. Some participants felt frustrated with the lack of continuity of care they received.

‘There’s never any consistency, it really bothered me . . . Virtually a different doctor every time I went back . . . it’s just like going back to a stranger and I don’t really, it’s not helping me at all.’ (P20-M-PD)

Continuity of care was also seen to be important because it reduced the need to repeat (often painful) life histories. A few participants expressed frustration in cases where they felt that sensitive information about life history had already been gathered in previous assessments.

‘I’d like to see the same doctor all the time. See one, than have to explain myself again and again and again.’ (P12-M-ND)

Feeling supported in the period of time after assessment was also important to participants, and frequently discussed in follow-up interviews. However, some participants did not feel well supported in the months following assessment and diagnosis.

‘They’re supposed to see you every one to two weeks just to see that the medication’s going well. Um, and of course that wasn’t the case . . . these are um numbers in case you need to speak to somebody, um you know you’re not on your own etcetera etcetera, that should, I think, should all be given and spoken about at the beginning.’ (P28-F-BD)

Struggling to communicate and be understood

Participants identified several barriers to effective communication with their clinicians. Participants felt considerable pressure to answer clinicians’ questions accurately, and many felt that they had failed to do this.

‘I just say things off the top of my head . . . I’ve probably given some wrong answers there.’ (P11-F-ND)

Difficulty recalling relevant information was one reason for this. Participants could also be critical of the need to answer clinicians’ questions fully within the time constraints of the assessment.

‘They expect you to be able to just give them a nice little synopsis . . . it’s not gonna happen.’ (P04-F-BPD)

Many participants described the challenge of communicating hidden, subjective mood states. Some participants expressed frustration with the need to objectively and accurately answer clinicians’ seemingly ambiguous questions.

‘Being asked “have you ever had times where you felt much better than usual”’, what does that mean? Because everybody’s had times where they’ve felt much better than usual.’ (P06-F-BD)

Some participants, who received a diagnosis of bipolar disorder, reflected that hypomanic episodes had not been identified during previous assessments because their own help-seeking behaviour had primarily centred on ameliorating depression and anxiety, and this had influenced both the focus of assessments and the clinician’s understanding.

‘I always used to go and see them when I was low . . . No-one ever talked about the highs and things like this, it was always the lows.’ (P28-F-BD)

Many participants felt that family and friends could facilitate communication with clinicians. Follow-up assessments were also seen as a way of improving clinicians’ understanding of participants’ difficulties, again emphasising the importance participants attributed to continuity of care.

Some participants described the significance of difficult or abusive early life experiences in understanding the problems they currently experienced. However, communicating with clinicians about those events could be distressing. Participants who found talking about their past distressing would often try to avoid expanding on these topics, and appreciated clinicians who were sensitive to this. However, some participants felt that clinicians placed too great an emphasis on information about previous trauma, at the expense of exploring more recent problems.

‘I just thought she [previous clinician] is just blaming it on my dad, such a bastard, and my mum was hopeless and that’s why you are like this today and we’ll put it down to personality disorder, whereas he [current clinician] went into a lot more things that are actually relevant as in who I am and how I behave.’ (P07-F-BD-BPD)
Womening to feel involved and informed

Participants expressed the need to feel informed by their clinician about their diagnosis, and involved in decisions about treatment.

‘It was quite nice to like for him to say I don’t think it’s bipolar, because – this reason, this reason, this one. But, I do think you are a little bit borderline because of this, this and this. . . . He was like explaining it in a like a quite a simple way sort of thing instead of like “you’re this and this”’. (P03-F-BPD)

Unfortunately, in many cases participants did not feel informed or involved.

‘It would have been helpful to come away with some information . . . It was only when I was actually in the waiting room that I picked up some leaflets.’ (P02-F-BD)

Participants in many instances described anxiety about perceived stigma surrounding diagnosis, including diagnoses of both bipolar and borderline personality disorder.

‘In my eyes, there’s that big question of what’s normal, depression is normal, it’s that, bipolar . . . ain’t normal.’ (P09-M-DA)

‘[a diagnosis of BP2] makes it sound like it’s my fault, it’s my personality . . . [like] I was born wrong so it was never going to be good.’ (P04-F-BPD)

Some participants described how they felt that clinicians had failed to discuss the sources of stigma with them.

‘Nobody told me what bipolar was or anything like this so I had to do a lot of research online . . . Why, why is this happening to me? What’s caused it? . . . and I don’t think I was given any um indication or, or whatever.’ (P26-F-BO)

Wanting to be acknowledged, but often feeling dismissed and discredited

Frequently participants described how feeling listened to, empathised with and cared about was important in their assessment. Participants appreciated clinicians who gave them time to speak about their problems, and this process was seen as beneficial in itself.

However, participants also frequently described feeling abandoned and dismissed in recent or previous assessments. The reasons for this were diverse. Some felt that a lack of time caused consultations to be rushed and formulaic. Assessments that seemed hurried, overly formal or impersonal, and clinicians who it was felt did not acknowledge their client’s suffering, left participants feeling frustrated and unheard. Some participants felt that clinicians distrusted them and discredited their accounts of the severity of their problems because these were inconsistent with their behaviour and personal presentation in assessment.

‘Because I’m not waving a knife and saying I’m going to kill myself, they’re like, well you’re not quite, you’re not quite sick enough . . . I’m trying my hardest to tell them and explain . . .’ (P04-F-BPD)

Many participants felt that their interactions with clinicians and clinical teams could be described as ‘a vicious circle’ (P20-M-PD) or ‘[going] pillar to post’ (P10-M-ND, P18-F-ND, P04-F-BPD).

This experience was frequently associated with descriptions of inconsistent care, changing diagnoses, polypharmacy and ineffective treatments. Many participants were dismayed by perceived inflexibility in the treatment options that their clinicians offered them or described feeling ‘fobbed off’ by medication, and thereby denied a more thoughtful appraisal of their problems.

Some participants felt abandoned by mental health services in part because they had not received a diagnosis. One participant felt uncertain about whether she had a diagnosis of borderline personality disorder and, associated with this, expressed feeling rejected.

‘I’m still not even sure if I have a diagnosis of borderline personality disorder even though they’re asking me to attend these Complex Needs groups so yeah I’m confused and not particularly happy . . . you do feel like you’re being palmed off without any diagnosis at all.’ (P04-F-BPD)

Another participant described frustration when they felt that the diagnosis of borderline personality disorder had been concealed.

‘No one ever mentioned PD . . . it felt like it had been kept a secret.’ (P04-F-BPD)

However, in several cases participants felt that being given a diagnosis could be dismissive in itself. This could apply to different diagnoses, including diagnoses of bipolar or borderline personality disorder, and was linked to a perceived lack of support, information and explanation, which led participants to question the utility of diagnosis.

‘It was like I was told I had the disorder, these are your tablets, and we’ll see you next week . . . a lot more information could have been given . . . just more explanation . . . it actually makes you feel a little bit worse, because yes you’ve been told you’ve got this bipolar, um, go on and get on with it . . . ’ (P26-F-BO)

One participant questioned the utility and meaningfulness of a personality disorder diagnosis, which was seen to be impersonal and dismissive in itself.

‘A proper diagnosis um that doesn’t say I have personality disorder would be really nice . . . It feels like the easy way out . . . I think it’s just the cheap way to treat lots of people . . . something to put on the doctor’s notes . . . it’s not personal at all.’ (P04-F-BPD)

Discussion

Principal findings

We found that individuals referred for psychiatric assessment of mood instability placed a primary emphasis on finding an explanation for their problems. This view was expressed irrespective of the subsequent diagnosis they received. The need for a greater understanding of presenting problems has been described in a number of patient groups including those with medically unexplained physical symptoms and patients attending GP surgeries. Participants were frequently ambivalent about receiving a diagnosis of, for example, bipolar or borderline personality disorder. Some participants expressed shock and/or fear on receipt of a formal diagnosis, but for many, diagnosis was helpful and contributed to a meaningful explanation of their symptoms. Many participants felt the receipt of a diagnosis absolved them from feeling excessively responsible for their problems. Personality disorder diagnoses have been perceived by patients and clinicians as particularly denigrating and stigmatising, but we found no difference between those given a borderline personality disorder diagnosis and those given a bipolar disorder diagnosis. Diagnosis was experienced by some participants as dismissive, in a way that was linked to a perceived lack of adequate explanation and/or support. Similar experiences are reported by those with somatisation disorders.

Participants emphasised the value they placed on a good professional relationship with their clinicians, as well as needing to feel listened to and empathised with, consistent with findings in many patient groups including patients diagnosed with bipolar disorder. Several specific barriers to communication were also identified: participants reported feeling anxiety and pressure to give the ‘correct answers’ in assessment; experienced difficulties with recall; and acknowledged the challenge of communicating subjective states. Notably, many participants described feeling the need to convince clinicians of the legitimacy of symptoms, similar to the experiences of patients with conditions associated with medically unexplained symptoms.

Strengths and limitations

This is the first study to explore the experiences and expectations of patients with mood instability undergoing psychiatric assessment. By enhancing our understanding of patient perspectives, this study highlights how psychiatric assessment might be improved in order to better meet patients’ needs. This is particularly important, given the difficulties in discerning the differential diagnosis in those with mood instability and the subsequent impact diagnosis can have on treatment.
Our interview schedule was regularly revised based on data gathered, allowing an in-depth examination of relevant issues. By interviewing most participants shortly after observation of clinical assessments, we were able to explore patient attitudes and responses that are a possible indicator of later engagement. Additional 6-month follow-up interviews provided the opportunity to further explore attitudes towards personality disorder diagnoses, and although we found no evidence for altered attitudes towards diagnosis at 6 months, it remains possible that perceptions, and in particular increased perceptions of stigma, may change over longer periods of time.10,25

The diversity of attitudes, experiences and backgrounds of our participants make it likely that the issues identified here are relevant beyond the context of this research. However, although researchers emphasised their neutrality, their separation from the clinical team may have resulted in self-selection of participants into the study. Previous displeasure with services, psychopathology and socially desirable responding in interviews could have modified views expressed by the participants. Purposive sampling allowed minimisation of these sources of bias. Finally, patients’ and clinicians’ knowledge of research participation, and in particular observation of assessments, may have influenced the interaction between clinicians and participants. However, observation of assessments enabled researchers to tailor interviews more closely to individuals’ experience, focusing on specific details of the assessment process, around which recommendations for practice can be formed.

Implications

The themes emerging from this analysis are almost universally described for patients presenting to doctors with complex problems not easily encapsulated by a simple diagnosis of strong validity. Clinicians should pay greater attention to patient expectations in the context of psychiatric assessment rather than assume that diagnosis is the primary outcome being sought. Clinicians may be able to improve patient experience of their assessments by acknowledging these expectations and needs. A greater focus on the patient’s goals should enhance the therapeutic relationship and minimise patient disenfranchisement. Communication strategies developed in the context of managing patients with unexplained medical symptoms, for example in the promotion of explanations that are grounded in, and address, patients’ concerns,20,21 may provide some guiding principles.

Patients vary in how they value a diagnosis as an explanation of a pattern of symptoms or behaviours. The decision by a clinician to deliver a diagnosis involves consideration of a number of factors, including the risk of compromising patient engagement,22 perceived stigma23 and utility. However, we found many instances where the delivery of either a bipolar disorder or a borderline personality disorder diagnosis was experienced positively, and at times was seen to help them see themselves as unwell rather than ‘bad’; it thereby provided relief from guilt about past behaviours. It has been suggested that clinicians can find it difficult to empathise with people experiencing mood instability,24 perhaps in part because of perceived diagnostic uncertainty, and other challenges in managing this patient group. This combination of factors may have contributed to the feelings of being distrusted and discredited that some participants described in this study. Highlighting the ambiguous nature of subjective states might be one way that clinicians can reassure patients of the legitimacy of their experience. Our findings also suggest how involvement of family and friends in assessments can help clarify symptoms and presenting problems and thereby increase patient confidence in feeling heard.

The themes we identified saturated in the present sample with participant numbers comparable with similar studies.4,13 Such results are inherently exploratory but generate the testable hypothesis that similar experiences and attitudes are likely to be evident in larger patient groups experiencing mood instability. There is a need for further research into how the assessment experience might be improved to ensure that patients’ expectations are better accommodated, as well as the views of clinicians conducting assessments. Our use of a presenting symptom – mood instability – rather than a post hoc diagnosis to identify patients also adds generalisability, and we feel highlights the need for more research that takes a transdiagnostic approach in order to explore the experience of patients with diffuse presenting symptoms.
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**Online supplement DS1**

**Interview Schedule: stem questions and broad subquestions asked during patient interviews**

- Can you tell me about your experience of psychiatric assessment(s)?
  Did you have any expectations? Were they met?
  Did you feel that all of the relevant points were covered, or were there things that were missed out?
  What factors do you think the clinician thought were important in your diagnosis?
- How has it felt to be ‘diagnosed’? (where appropriate)
  Did you feel that you received enough information about the (possible) diagnosis / treatment(s), or not?
- What things did you think were done well?
- What would you change about the process?
Online Supplement DS2

Supplementary quotations to key themes

### Wanting an explanation, and help

“I felt that that maybe we were coming to a conclusion... [I] thought we might get somewhere.” [P02-F-BD]

“Hopefully like then it [a diagnosis] will help them give me the right treatment quicker...and that's what I want. It's the right treatment.” [P14-F-DA]

“I was right, ok, well if I'm not bipolar what's wrong with me.” [P28-F-BD]

“I don't necessarily want to be bipolar, I just want to know what's wrong with me.” [P13-F-DA]

“I suppose it [a diagnosis of BD] was part of a jigsaw piece that was missing cuz I always felt that there was something wrong” [P25-F-BD]

“I would feel ironically less crazy [to have a diagnosis of BD] because it would make sense then, um, and I would have something clear that people could understand.” [P13-F-DA]

### Wanting consistent and continuous care

“She’s known me all my life...I felt like I could trust her. So yeah, she knows my past...” [P19-F-DA]

“Because it was our first appointment, so you don’t know who somebody is, and I felt a little intimidated.” [P06-F-BD]

“I was a bit nervous and when I started talking to her - I wasn’t quite sure to tell her everything how I feel because I didn’t really know her.” [P08-F-DA]

“I think I should have access to or be referred to or invited to by somebody that I can call regularly if I need to or have regular appointments because at the moment if I get ill they just say oh see your GP” [P07-F-BD-BPD]

### Struggling to communicate and be understood

“There's so much going on in my head, you know, so asking people uh what happened months and months ago, well when was the last time you can remember this...the amount of times I been asked something and I think oh I don't know the answer to that, or I can't think of that, and later on in the day it comes back and I think oh Christ, why couldn't I think of that then?” [P26-M-OD]

“It's pretty shit really to expect you know to be able to come to a proper diagnosis and a proper anything, within that short space of time.” [P25-F-BD]

“How do I clearly express 38 years of life and all the many nuances about my health, in an hour or an hour and a half, all in one go?” [P13-F-DA]

“He asked about like my family and past experience but not about how I was feeling. I very much felt
like he was trying to find some sort of early trauma.” [P05-F-BD]

“That [traumatic experiences] wasn't covered in a lot of detail, which part of me feels quite happy about, because I don't really like discussing it very much” [P16-F-DA]

**Wanting to feel involved and informed**

“Like oh yeah the Complex Needs service...He said like, explained why that might be useful to me as well, as opposed to just saying “there’s a bunch of leaflets – bye”, like, “I’ve done my bit now” but explaining why I might find that useful and how it works as well beforehand.” [P03-F-BPD]

“Now I know it’s [a diagnosis of BPD] a common thing and it’s just like a result of like usually someone having a horrible background ... that’s pretty reassuring.” [P03-F-BPD]

“Nobody has ever said this could cause this, these are the side effects, these are the risks....and I think it’s really important” [P06-F-BD]

“It would have been helpful to come away with some information...it was only when I was actually in the waiting room that I picked up some leaflets...the last thing I need to be doing is searching round on Google to see what all the worse-case scenarios are...” [P02-F-BD]

“I should have asked more questions, but I was a bit sort of um taken aback really...I have no idea if this is going to be long term, I don't know how long I'm going to have to be on the medication, I don't know if I'm ever going to be able to, to take up employment, um, all these things came through my mind.” [P28-F-BD]

**Wanting to be acknowledged, but often feeling dismissed and discredited**

“He seemed eager to understand mostly to, to solve to assess the problem and find some solutions.” [P05-F-BD]

“When I left [the assessment] like the first thing I said to [participant’s partner] was “I’m so glad that he didn’t just fob me off with tablets and tell me to go away” sort of thing. I was really pleased.” [P03-F-BPD]

“They’ve made a diagnosis, they’re going to change my medication, said they don't need to see me again...Is that it?” [P25-F-BD]

“I wasn’t taken seriously, I just felt like it was just another doctor to sit there and fall apart in front of” [P07-F-BD-BPD]

“I think probably because of the way I present most of the time they probably actually didn't realise how bad I was... if you’re articulate and educated then you can’t be ill.” [P13-F-DA]

“He said well...I can see that you're um OK ... I think he got the impression that you know I'm more than halfway cured of my depression.” [P12-M-ND]

“I mean he uh he can only sort of go by how he sees me today...he didn't see me how I was the other night, so it's hard for him to make a judgement. I mean I suppose he can go really go by what I'm saying now...” [P17-M-BPD]
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